If G is the symmetric group or the cyclic group of permutations of n elements, the product k n is called the n-fold symmetric product or the n-fold cyclic product of it, respectively.
In this paper we study the integral cohomology groups of k n . Our Theorem 1 gives a convenient method for calculating these groups when G is given. The method is used to construct the cohomology groups when G is either symmetric or cyclic.
The method of this paper differs from that of the earlier papers [3 ] and [5 ] of the references at the end of this paper in the following way. All treatments consider Richardson's simplicial transformation A of K n upon k n . But Richardson and Walker use A to determine a transformation of cycles of K n into cycles of k n y while this paper considers the natural transformation of cocycles of k n into cocycles of K n . The earlier correspondence of cycles is not (1-1), but the present correspondence of cocycles is . This fact enables us to get new results.
2. The general theorem. By definition k n is obtained by identifying points of K n . This identification gives a continuous transformation A of K n upon k n . Richardson has shown 1 that K n and k n can be subdivided into simplicial complexes and the simplexes of these complexes so oriented that A is simplicial, G\ is simplicial, X = l, • • • , N, and for any oriented simplex
Henceforth K n and k n shall denote these subdivisions. We say that a chain PROOF. TO show that af is invariant we have using (1) that
Next we show that any invariant chain F can be written <rf. Indeed, because of (1) and the fact that F is invariant we can define a chain ƒ of k n by the equation
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that f' = z implies (o/)' -az, and conversely; the dot denotes the coboundary operator. It is well known that ƒ -z im-
3. The topological product K n . In this section we state some properties of K n which can be derived when n > 2 in the same way that they have been derived when n = 2.
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form a basis for the integral chains of K n of all dimensions; furthermore, let (2) be such that the Z» generate the cocycles that are independent of coboundaries, the Zi and Zj generate the cocycles, and
are a complete set of coboundary relations for the cocycles of (2). 4. The integral cohomology groups of the w-fold symmetric product. We can consider the group S as the group G of § §1 and 2. Then any 5\ determines a simplicial map of K n into itself. Under this simplicial map the chain A is mapped into a chain which we denote by SxA. From [3] we obtain the formula
where d is determined as follows. If S\ interchanges two elements and leaves the other n -2 invariant, then d is the product of the dimensions of the two elements of (4) that are interchanged by S\.
Since any 5\ is a product of permutations of the type just considered, the rule just stated determines d for any S\. We next determine the chains of K n that are invariant under S. First consider an A with at least one of its a i} b jf or c,-having the properties that it is greater than one and that the Z», z 3 , or/y with which it is associated is of odd dimension. Then (5) implies that there is an S\such thatSx-4 = -A. This implies that any cocycle invariant under S is linearly independent of A and indeed of S\A, X = 1, • • • , nl.
Next assume that no a f -, bj, or c,-of A has the properties just con- (5) and the fact that the S\{A } form a basis), we see that TA5\^4 , X = 1, • • • , n\, is divisible by IT but by no integer greater than 7r. Finally, we infer that a basis for the chains of K n invariant under S is given by the distinct chains of the set (X/TT)^\S\A, X = 1, • • • , n\, where A ranges over all A any of whose factors Zi, Zj, and fj is of even dimension if the corresponding a,-, bj, or Cj is greater than 1.
In the same way we deduce from the facts of §3 that a basis for the cocycles invariant under S is given as stated in Theorem 2 below.
We next find the coboundaries of chains invariant under 5 that are linearly dependent on (1/TT)Y^\S\£I.
Suppose for ^I we have #17^0. Then £i is a product of n cocycles at least one of which is z\. cobounds a chain invariant under S; here as elsewhere we understand that the greatest common divisor of zero and a positive integer is that integer. Furthermore, examination of our basis for the chains invariant under S shows that multiples of this coboundary are the only multiples of 3i that can De linearly dependent upon a coboundary of a chain invariant under 5.
The definition of ^2 implies that (e/ir)^J\Sx£2, X = l, • • • , n\, cobounds a chain invariant under S, Furthermore, multiples of this coboundary are the only multiples of (l/7r)X)x-S'xc32 that are dependent on coboundaries of chains invariant under S. We have proved this theorem. Furthermore, whenever a chain of K pq is written in this notation, it is understood that q is maximal.
